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CORONATION

ROBES

To everyone in the country the Coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth
became a visual reality through the media of television and film. But
whilst one may derive a general picture of the glorious pageantry of such an

II

occasion from these sources, the details which contribute to the lavish splendour
are frequently lost, and can never be fully appreciated by reproduction.
For the many who did not see the actual pageant the exhibition of robes
and regalia now being shown at Temple Newsam will help to provide a more
complete picture of the glory of that great occasion, and for those who did it
will provide a "close-up" of things which could only be seen remotely on the
actual day.
For the privilege of showing the exhibition we are deeply conscious of the
gracious permission given by Her Majesty the Queen; Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth the Queen Mother; Her Royal Highness Princess Margaret; and
other members of the Royal Family, and to all who have allowed their
treasured possessions to be included.
The exhibition has a two-fold purpose. In the first place to cater for the
present widespread interest in the pageantry of the Coronation; and secondly
to display examples of fine craftsmanship in the art of needlework. The Royal
School of Needlework organized the exhibition for St. James's Palace and
much of the work has been carried out in that great institution which contributes so largely to keeping alive the great tradition of needlework in this country.
Being able to display these objects in the Long Gallery at Temple Newsam
will add considerably to the enjoyment of them. It is a setting worthy of the
exhibition and we hope it will be widely appreciated.
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TORCHERE

height

48"

BOUGHT FROM CORPORATION
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Pinewood, painted and gilt
FUND

c. 1770.

Some Recent Acquisitions
The inevitable repercussions of extensive borrowing, though always vaguely
anticipated, never become a reality until the time for the return of treasured
but temporary possessions. Temple Newsam House has long been glorified by
borrowed plumes, and we greatly appreciate the favours bestowed upon us by
generous owners. Very gradually we are acquiring the kind of furniture,
pictures and objects of decorative art which are necessary to the furnishing of
this great house. But it is inevitably a slow process seeking the right pieces
of sufficiently high quality, and then finding the means of acquiring them. In
the meantime those treasured loans, some of which have been with us for many
years, take on an air of permanency and irreplaceableness.
This was particularly true of a number of pieces of furniture lent by Lady
Muriel Barclay Harvey in 1940. When recently we learned that they were to
be withdrawn it was with real apprehension that we viewed the consequences
of their removal. Happily we were given an opportunity to buy some of the
more important pieces and this we were able to do.
The pair of large pier glass mirrors in the Terrace room are good examples
of English workmanship of about 1780, and for this reason alone we were glad
to add them to the collection. But because of their importance to the room,
which they suited so admirably in size and style, their acquisition was much
more important as it would have been difficult to replace them. Similarly the
pair of black and gilt carved pine torcheres of about 1770—80 in the library
have become an integral part of the furnishing of this room, but they are also
fine examples of the Adam period.
Among the remaining purchases from this collection were a pair of eighteenth
century Italian wall mirrors with carved and gilt frames; the pair of seventeenth century Dutch brass andirons which have become an essential part of
the chimneypiece furnishings in the Great Hall; and a pair of folding card
tables, English c.1790, of mahogany inlaid with satinwood and other woods.
Though it is perhaps regrettable that we lost so many good pieces, those which
had become most firmly established in the house have been retained.
The bequest of the late Miss Alys Kingsley, which has just come to Temple
Newsam, includes a portrait of Marie de Medieis by Sir Peter Paul Rubens.
This portrait is of considerable interest, though it can only be regarded as a
slightly smaller studio version of the famous portrait in Madrid. The head is
painted with all the grandeur and dignity of the master, but the hands may be
the work of a pupil. Rubens painted a number of single portraits of the Queen
and a notable series of pictures on the history of Marie de Medicis in which the
outstanding events of her life her coronation, her wedding, her arrival at
are portrayed with all the voluptuous splendour of the master.
Marseilles, etc.—

—
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PORTRAIT OF MARIE de MEDICIS
SIR P. P. RDBENS (1577—1640)
Oil

on canvas,

39'" X

"
30$

BEQUEATHED BY MISS ALYS KINGSLEY

STUDY OF TWO MEN

WILLIAM ETTY

Oil on canvas, 28"

x 23"

PRESENTED BY MISS AMY HALFORD

(1789—1849)

One of these shows Henry IU receiving the Portrait of Marie de Medicis in which an
allegorical figure holds a portrait which is rather similar to our version. To
our collection, which previously contained no example of the work of the great
Flemish master, the acquisition of this painting is of great importance.
Also included in Miss Kingsley's bequest were an eight-fold "chinoisserie"
screen, and a pair of Italian cassolettes. The screen is of Chinese rice paper
painted with a delightful garden scene in which doll-like figures indulge lightheartedly in childish pastimes. The cassolettes or ornamental perfume boxes
are of gilt metal and lacquer, of eighteenth century date.
From Miss Amy Halford we have received a welcome gift of a painting by
Sir William Etty. Though Etty was a Yorkshire artist, he has not been well
represented in our collection. It is fitting that most of his important work
should have gravitated to his native city of York. Now to our one figure study,
and a small oil sketch, is added a picture of two nobly painted male figures.
The subject, a flagellation, has not yet been identified.
Also given by Miss Halford are three paintings by Oliver Hall, R.A. and
eight lithographs by Charles Conder (1868—1909). Of the latter, seven comprise the "Carnival Set" published in 1906 of which fifty copies were issued.
According to Sir John Rothenstein's Life and Death of Conder there is no coherent
motive running through the set, and the general title is a recent invention.
Two of them, Schaunard's Studio and La Mi-Careme, and possibly 7he Green Room,
and L'Entree en Scene, are illustrations to Henri Murger's Scenes de la Uie de
Boheme. The others in the set do not appear to be related. The eighth lithograph
from Miss Halford is one of the three subjects from Balzac's La Peau de Chagrin.
Since the issue of the last number of the Calendar when we reported on the
extensive loan made by Dorothy Una Ratcliffe (Mrs. McGrigor Phillips), a
collection of pottery, porcelain and glassware has now come to us from the
same source. Of especial interest amongst the pottery are two pieces with a
particular local significance. The first is a large-handled cup of what might
be regarded as Leeds pearlware pottery with painted decoration, an inscription
and the date 1829. Although made in the vicinity, it is not a product of the
Leeds factory but is one of the few known pieces from Swillington Bridge.
This pottery, which flourished well into the second half of the nineteenth
century, is little known. There are perhaps less than twenty pieces which can
so far be definitely ascribed to this factory, most of its products being generally
classified as Leeds ware.
The second item is a Leeds pottery jug of 1832. This also is elaborately
painted with a picture of the Leeds-Huddersfield mail coach and the name of
W. Woods, presumably the proprietor.
Among the remaining items are six pieces of Waterford glass and some
English porcelain figures.
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EQUESTRIAN PORTRAIT

REMBRANDT VAN RIJN

Oil on canoas

111" x 97$"

LENT BY LADY MONICA SALMOND
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(1606—1669)

An Equestrian

Portrait by Rembrandt
HvaH HONovR

Lady Monica Salmond has lent a large equestrian portrait by Rembrandt
van Rijn to Leeds for an indefinite period. It has been hung on the staircase
wall of the City Art Gallery and must be considered the most important
The rider comes out of a dark canvas with an
painting in the building.
aristocratic but slightly self-important look on his face, wearing a buff uniform
and white sash with a gold fringe. Behind him, to the right, stands a servant,
half lost in the darkness. To the left a coach, with postillions on top and men
sitting inside, is painted with almost impressionist technique. The light glitters
on the trappings and on the curled mane of the horse, on the breastplate and
gold braid cuff of the rider, fully illuminating his face. The horse stands
executing a levade, one of the recognized "airs" of the riding school; the same
stance was used by Titian when painting Charles V (Prado) and by Velasquez
on several occasions. As a work of Rembrandt's maturity it shows none of the
tricks, the exploitation of chiaroscuro for instance, that he was apt to employ
in his earlier and more experimental works. It is an equestrian portrait fully
entitled to be classed among the greatest of that genre.
The portrait is painted on an heroic scale. The rider has been invested with
so much importance that, as early as 1738, he was taken to be Marshal
Turenne.'e wears, however, the yellow uniform and sash of an officer of
The only equestrian
the Civic Guard and his identity is still uncertain.
is
that
of Frederik Rihel,
named
in
inventories
Rembrandt
early
portrait by
suggested'hat if
Gelder
has
of
Amsterdam.
Prof.
van
merchant
a wealthy
be able to
could
we
the
be
deciphered
might
of
arms
on
breastplate
a coat
discover who the rider was though it is not certain that Rihel was armigerous.
The picture has been in the possession of the Cowper family since about 1750
when the second earl (1709—1764), son of the great Lord Chancellor, bought
of Marechale d'Auverinherited through his wife, the grand-daughter
his
a collection of Dutch
William
III
and
Master
of
Horse,
cousin
to
querque,
discussed
on
the
including
portrait
paintings probably
page 21, but he bought
the Rembrandt and a group, of Count John of Nassau with his family, by
Van Dyck, which is of a similar size.
The year in which the portrait was painted is usually given as 1649 and
several historians of art have claimed to have seen a date which has eluded
me.'here are, however, reasons to suppose that it was painted some ten
years later and 1649 may well be a misreading of 1659. Thejabot worn by
the rider is of a type not usually found until about 1660. Stylistically, moreover, it appears to come from the last decade of Rembrandt's life and should
it.'e
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DRAWING OF A COACH

REMBRANDT vAN RIJN

Pen and Wash, 7~" >< 10"
REPRODUCED BY COURTESY OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM

(1606—1669l

be compared with the Portrait of a Young Man of 1658, a Self-portrait of 1660,
both in the Louvre, and the magnificent Staalmeesters of 1662 at Amsterdam.
In this period Rembrandt was concentrating more on the essentials of portraiture, his psychological insight seems more deeply developed and his
compositions have greater breadth. Connected with the portrait is the sketch
of a coach in the British Museum which was possibly drawn as a preliminary
study for the picture."
From the number of paintings by Rembrandt in private collections, and
from the consistently high prices they have commanded, it may be assumed
that his works have enjoyed popularity in England since the beginning of the
eighteenth century. But they seem to have been popular in spite of themselves
and though few great collectors have been passionately fond of them, fewer still
have neglected them altogether. In Zhe Art of Painting by De Piles, translated
into English in 1706, there is a chapter of "Reflections on the works of
Rembrandt" in which, it is complained, "we cannot find... either Raphael's
Gout, or that of the Antique or any Poetical Thoughts or Elegance of Design"
but the portraits are accorded just praise. Richard Graham in the Essay on
Modern Masters (1716) remarks of Rembrandt that "he drew abundance of
page 8

Portraits, with wonderful strength, sweetness and Resemblance," and also
comments that "great masses of Lights and Shadows rounding off his Figures,
But the eye
give them a Force and Freshness that was very surprising."
trained on Raphael, nature and the antique found Rembrandt difficult to
love la belle nature," wrote Lord Chesterfield, "Rembrandt
comprehend.
caricatures."
In the 1750s the vogue for Rembrandt's etchings reached
paints
one of its heights and the virtuosi were said, by Vertue, to have collected "all
the wild scrabbles, scratches etc., done by him or thought to be done by him."
Sir Joshua Reynolds, neo-classic though he was, praised the sense of unity in
Rembrandt's works and "his peculiarity of manner of admitting but little
To Fuseli, the romantic,
light and giving that little a wonderful brilliancy."
he was a "genius of the first class in whatever relates not to form." Later in
the nineteenth century, Ruskin began by admiring Rembrandt greatly, he
then placed him in the "school of painting as such" and later "abandoned"
him. In 7he Cestus of Astaia he says: "It is the aim of the best painters to paint
the noblest things they can see by sunlight. It was the aim of Rembrandt to
paint the foulest things he could see by rushlight". But one cannot abandon
an artist for the sake of an antithesis. Rembrandt is the great northern master
of the baroque style. He learnt much from Italy but he remained essentially
northern and his work has never won any general popularity in the south of
Europe. To Ruskin, and to many people of his time, the baroque meant
nothing and Italy of the fifteenth century everything.
Vincent Van Gogh wrote, in a letter to his brothers, that "the best pictures,
and from a technical point of view the most complete, seen from near by, are
but patches of colour next to each other, and only make an effect at a certain
all the trouble
distance. That is what Rembrandt stuck to notwithstanding
it caused him". And it will be noticed that the most perceptive remarks on
Rembrandt have come from artists. The connoisseurs and the historians of
art have, with the notable exception of Heinrich Wolffhn, found it hard to
understand his work. For surely this eminently "painterly" artist is above all
The work of Rembrandt is but poorly represented in
the painters'ainter.
provincial galleries and virtually unrepresented in the north of England; we
have every reason to be grateful to Lady Salmond for the loan of one of his
most important paintings. By examining the collection of etchings bequeathed
by Norman Lupton and this portrait it is now possible for students in Leeds
to trace the development of one of the world's greatest artists.

"I

—
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A. Bredius: Oud Holland XXVIII, 1910, p.193.
Burlington Magaeine: 1953 p.38. I am indebted to Prof. van Gelder for the help he has given

with this article.
3 Information kindly supplied by Lady Monica Salmond.
4 A. Bredius: Rembrandt, 1937 No. 255.

5 H. M. Hind:

Catalogue

6 Eighth Discourse.
7

of Drawings

by

Dutch and Flemish Artists, Vol.

A 3ourney to Flanders and Holland.

8 Lecture I I.

Pale 9

I, p.31.
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THE DEATH OF THE VIRGIN

Etching 154"

x 12>"

REMBRANDT VAN RIJN

BEQUEATHED BY MR. NORMAN LUPTON
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Etchings by Rembrandt
HARQLD

J. L. WRIGHT

The sixty-four etchings by Rembrandt bequeathed to the Leeds Art Gallery,
with other notable art treasures, by the late. Norman Lupton, constitute a
most enviable addition to the City's art collections. Not only should the
intrinsic value of such gifts impress, but also the thought, care, enthusiasm
and patience the donors put into the formation of such collections. Certainly
into the gathering of these splendid Rembrandt etchings Mr. Lupton put all
he knew as the result of his long experience in collecting in other fields. In
their selection he exercised constant discrimination, a fine judgment, a critical
We have indeed, therefore, something to
eye and unflagging enthusiasm.
enjoy in this wonderful gift.
At no time since he produced them in the seventeenth century have
Rembrandt's etchings been without their admirers, students, copyists, imitators
and collectors. In his lifetime they were being collected in Holland, and by
the end of the seventeenth century and the beginning of the eighteenth several
extensive collections of them had been formed in France and England. Many
other such collections have been formed here since, but these are nearly all
now dispersed.
Only four other comparably important gifts of Rembrandt etchings have
been made to any of the Museums or Galleries of Great Britain in recent
years, namely, Sir D. Y. Cameron's gift of his to the National Gallery of
D. McCallum's bequest of his to the University
Scotland, Edinburgh; Dr.
Farrer's
of Glasgow; Mr. H. L.
bequest of his small but superb group to the
National Art Collections Fund, which subsequently allotted them to the
Ashmolean Museum in Oxford; and Mr. Percy Moore Turner's bequest of
his to the Castle Museum, Norwich. Moreover, so difficult is it now to obtain
good examples of Rembrandt etchings that the number of good private
collections of them in Great Britain to-day could with certainty be counted
on the fingers of two hands. It is extremely doubtful, therefore, whether any
of the Museums and Galleries here will ever again receive such a bequest of
Rembrandt's etchings as this.
The bringing together of these sixty-four well-chosen examples in such a
comparatively short time between November 1947 and December 1952—
was a distinct achievement, only made possible by unflagging enthusiasm, and
a few unexpected opportunities afforded by the breaking-up of certain old
collections. Of those opportunities Norman Lupton took advantage.
But
for the high cost now of the rarely seen and most coveted Rembrandt etchings,
more of that kind would be found in this excellent selection which Leeds now

J.
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It is admittedly by his paintings that Rembrandt is most widely known, but
his fame rests quite as firmly on his numerous drawings and principal etchings,
for they exhibit the clearest evidence that they are the works of a master's hand.
It is not known where or from whom Rembrandt learned to etch. Evidently
etching quickly appealed to him as possessing great possibilities for expression
that other media do not appear to possess. During the thirty-four years from
1628 to 1661 he was etching steadily, and in the end had produced three hundred plates and established a clear title to be considered the most accomplished
etcher the world had yet seen, the title he still retains by common consent.
Since etchings are seen to be affairs mostly of criss-crossed free lines they are
frequently taken to be pen and ink drattttings. In fact, however, they are prints,
obtained from designs etched on metal plates. Etching signifies the action of
an acid eating its way into metal. With an acid the artist first etches the lines

LANDSGAPE WITH SPORTSMAN AND DOG
Etching

5" x 61"

REMBRANDT vAN RtIN

BEQUEATHED BY MR. NORMAN LUPTON
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ARTS CA:
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

SEPTEMBER 19 to
NOVEMBER 1

YORKSHIRE ARTISTS

The biennial exhibition open to all artists born, resident or trained
in the county. The closing date for entries is September 5th.
Forms may be obtained by applying to the Director, Temple
Newsam House, Leeds.

Future Events

OCTOBER 18 to
NOVEMBER 1

BIBLE EXHIBITION
EXHIBITION OF
BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATION

NOVEMBER 7 to
DECEMBER 5

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS
May to September 10-30 a.m. to 6-15 p.m.
Mondays and Wednesdays 10-30 a.m. to 9-0 p.m. to August 23rd

JULY 25 to
AUGUST 23

AUGUST 22 to
SEPTEMBER 12

EXHIBITION OF CORONATION

SCULPTURE IN THE HOME

The exhibition contains forty-one comparatively small works by
British sculptors including Reg Butler, Frank
contemporary
Dobson, Jacob Epstein, Barbara Hepworth, Henry Moore, Uli
Nimptsch and Charles Wheeler. There are also nineteen drawings
for sculpture.

Future Events

OCTOBER 3 to
OCTOBER 21
OCTOBER 7 and
OCTOBER 9

ROBES

from St. James's Palace, organized in conjunction with the Royal
School of Needlework. The exhibition will include robes worn by
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, Her Royal
Highness Princess Margaret and other members of the Royal
Family.

BRADFER-LAWRENCE COLLECTION
SELECTION OF WATERCOLOURS
AND DRAWINGS
CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERTS

Morning concerts by the Amadeus String Quartet and Elizabeth
Schwarzkopf with Gerald Moore, will be held at Temple Newsam
in connection with the Leeds Triennial Musical Festival. Details
later.

Page
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LEND AR
SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS
AUGUST
to Aug. 8

Wakefield, Art Gallery

The Mirror and the Square

Doncaster, Art Gallery

Coronation Exhibition

to Aug. 10

Bradford, Art Gallery

Bradford Camera Club

to Aug. 16
to Aug. 22

Royal Academy 1952

Brighouse, Art Gallery

Union

to Aug. 23

Works by Philip Naviasky

to Aug. 30

Yorkshire Photographic

Bradford, Art Gallery

Bradford, Art Gallery

Combined Societies'hotographic

Exhibition

August

York, Art Gallery

York between the Reigns of the two Elizabeths

August

Keighley, Museum

Paintings and Drawings by Linton Holmes

Aug.

1

to Aug. 23

History of Bookbinding

Aug.

1

to Sept. 19

Arts Council Collection

Aug. 3 to Aug. 22

Rotherham, Art Gallery

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Paintings from the Norwich School

Harrogate, Art Gallery

The Art of Lithography

Wakefield, Art Gallery

Chinese Porcelain from the
Victoria and Albert Museum

Doncaster, Art Gallery

Huddersfield,

Aug. 17 to Oct. 17

London Artists Association

Aug. 22 to Sept. 19
Aug. 29 to Sept. 26

Art Society

Aug. 29 to Sept. 26

Watercolours from the Collection of Thomas Girtin

Aug. 29 to Sept. 26

Huddersfield

Art Gallery

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Aug. 15 to Sept 27

Works by four Brighouse Artists

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Brighouse, Art Gallery

Aug. 15 to Sept. 13

SEPTEMBER
Rotherham,

Royal Society of Portrait Painters

Art Gallery

Medieval Illuminated

Keighley, Museum

Bradford Arts Club

Bradford, Art Gallery

Paintings by Famous British Women Artists
and Women in British Portraiture

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Harrogate, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery

Manuscripts

and

F. Behrens

September

Sept.

1

to Oct. 11

Sept. 5 to Oct. 18
Sept. 17 to Oct. 15

Institute of British Photography

Sept. 19 to Oct. 18

Paintings by Ivon Hitchens
Collection of Colour Engravings

Sept. 19 to Oct. 17
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of his design into the highly polished surface of a metal plate (a copper plate

generally) and then inks-in these etched lines. Whilst the ink in them is still
wet he places a damp sheet of paper over them and passes plate and paper
together between the rollers of a printing press, the pressure thus obtained
o the paper. The resulting print can then
causing the inked design to be set
be dried out and flattened, and preserved or sold as desired.
For each successive impression the etcher may decide to print the procedure
is the same. The great pressure to which the plate is subjected each time
causes it to "wear" considerably. Hence, gradually, the prints being obtained
will exhibit a decline in strength and richness in the general effect, which must
make them compare unfavourably with those first obtained. Sometimes the
etcher may have to give up printing after he has obtained a few impressions,
but normally he may hope to obtain a fair edition
perhaps up to a hundred
impressions or so before he feels the plate is too far gone. No records exist
as to how many impressions Rembrandt obtained from any of his plates.
Many of his etchings are exceedingly rare. Some fifty of the plates lasted on, in
various hands, after Rembrandt's time and were gradually "printed to death."
These late-printed impressions give little pleasure.
Cognisant of all this, the well-informed collector is not keen on owning any
but the earliest-printed impressions he can obtain of any plates by any etcher
(or engraver either) whose work he desires to see represented in his collection—
impressions in which the general effect is rich and harmonious, even brilliant,
if possible, and show no signs of "tiredness," as he terms the appearance lateprinted impressions give to the eye.
Norman Lupton, when he came to collect Rembrandt's etchings, exercised
his fine judgment in his determination that any he secured should satisfy him
as completely as possible. Nothing pleased him more than to compare etchings
he was being offered with the impressions of those same plates in the British
Museum. How delighted he was if the one in his hand proved to be an
earlier-printed impression than the Museum's! Those who, like the present
writer, were privileged to join him frequently in those scrutinisings, and to listen
to his clearly expressed, acutely critical, well-informed, penetrating judgments
of the prints he was considering, will never forget those delightful experiences.
Primed in this way is it any wonder that in this selection of the great etcher's
work he succeeded in bringing together there is hardly a print that he would
have called "a weak sister"~ All might be laid fearlessly alongside their sister
prints in the British Museum, Oxford, or Cambridge, or in the great collections abroad, without being found outclassed. Moreover, all are here as the
result of the exercise of their donor's intensely personal preferences which
governed all his collecting. Each print seen here possessed for him some
particular appeal, by reason either of its subject, extra technical skill, extra
masterly expression of a mood or vision or, special excellence as a representation of a personage or scene. How he loved the small plates of beggars, for
off

—
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THE DESCENT FROM THE CROSS

REMBRANDT vAN RtJN

Etching, 8~" x
BV MR. NORMAN LUPTON
6f'EQUEATHED
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REMBRANDT'S MOTHER
Etching,

REMBRANDT vAN RgN

"
"
5$ x 5$

(1606—1669i

DR. FAUSTUS

REMBRANDT vAN RtgN

Etching,
BEQUEATHED BY MR. NORMAN LUPTON

"
"
8$ x 6$

(1606—1669)

instance!
In every way, therefore, this has truly the right to remain
permanently known as "The Norman Lupton Collection," for it was of nobody
else's choice or building.
If, therefore, certain popular favourites among
Rembrandt's etchings are missing here it is often because Norman Lupton
purposely excluded them. Conversely, other plates he very very greatly
admired and would have rejoiced to include, either never came his way or if
they did proved so costly that they had very reluctantly to be foregone.
The first Rembrandt etchings he purchased were the two versions of A Lion
Hunt (H115 and 116)'nd 7he Stoning of Stephen (H97). Among the most
notable of those he subsequently added, and which form the backbone of the
collection are: Rembrandt's Mother at table, facing right (H52); Three Women'

—

Heads (H153); 7he Prodigal Son's Return (H147); 7he Death of the Virgin (H161);
7he Triumph of Mordecai (H172); Christ Healing the Sick (H236); Christ Preaching
(H256); The Descent from the Cross (bp torchlight) (H280); The Entombment
(H281); Abraham's Sacrifice (H283); View of Amsterdam (H176); Three Gabled
Cottages (H246); Landscape zttith Sportsman and Dogs (H265); and Dr. Faustus

(H260), which has some retouching with an ink wash, possibly and even
probably added by Rembrandt himself. The collection includes what is
believed to be the second etching Rembrandt made Head of the Artist'
A Regress asleep
Mother (H2) etched in 1628, and one of his last etchings
1658.
etched
in
(H299),
When the Rembrandt etchings gathered by Norman Lupton come to be
exhibited, many who view them will ask themselves just what it is that gives
one after another of these works their enduring attraction. Surely the answer
must be that into them has passed the very mind and soul of Rembrandt, who
possessed one of the fullest natures that ever breathed and a tender love for
human kind. Even more of his spirit passed perhaps into his etchings than
into his paintings, much though we find of it there too. Not that his etchings
have escaped criticism, or been deemed every one a success. But they certainly
form the most accomplished and noteworthy examples we have yet seen of the
etcher's art, and it is difficult to believe they can ever be surpassed. In viewing
them, one should not be content just to look at them, but should go on to look
into them, to observe the masterly drawing, often carried out with great
economy of line in the presentation of the figures, and the wonderful portrayal
of character, in every face, so well rendered that one may almost read the
thoughts of these people.
I

H115 refers to the number in the
illustrated by A. M. Hind.
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HOOGSTRATEN

(1627—1678)

A

Portrait of the Rembrandt
HUGH

School

HONOUR

Together with the superb equestrian portrait, described on page 7, Lady
Monica Salmond has lent to Temple Newsam a picture which has, by tradition,
been ascribed to Rembrandt.
Only in recent years has this attribution been
doubted. Dr. Waagen noted at Panshanger: "The portrait of a young man.
Standing behind a table covered with a carpet, on which are two books, he is in
the act of taking a red cap from a nail in the wall. Admirably painted in a
golden warm tone. Inscribed with the name and 1644." He did not doubt
that it was by Rembrandt. Hofstede de Groot, at the beginning of this century,
and A. Bredius in 1937, also accepted Rembrandt's authorship and both noted
a signature and date. At some time in the nineteenth century, the romantic
title of "The Orator" appears to have been given to the picture which Waagen
saw simply as a portrait. But although the young man appears to be in the act
of speaking he is clearly in his study with his books and fairly obviously removing
his hat from a peg (the straight line of which may be seen), and not shaking
it at a real or imaginary audience. It seems possible that in an uncleaned
state the young man looked more like a public speaker than he does to-day,
and it is very probable that the signature and date, which I have been unable
to discover, vanished with varnish and later paint in the cleaning.
When the portrait was exhibited in 1950 in Edinburgh, Prof. J. G. Van
Gelder'hrew some doubt on its authenticity and suggested that it might be
by Aert de Gelder. It was shown again, last winter, in the Royal Academy's
exhibition of Dutch Pictures and Prof. Van Gelder, in the Burlington Magazine,~
said that whereas others had been inclined to attribute it to Nicolaas Maess he
But even
now tentatively suggested the name of Samuel van Hoogstraten.
with the support of Prof. Van Gelder it might seem rash to fly in the face of
such established authorities as Waagen, de Groot and Bredius, were it not for
the fact that they saw the work in an uncleaned state. A comparison between
the picture as it is and as it was (see A. Bredius: Rembrandt Pl. 233) shows how
much of the painting has been revealed.
That the portrait is of high quality and that it was painted by an artist
working under Rembrandt's influence, if not guidance, in about 1645, will
not be doubted. The composition is excellent, the colour strong and the
The head, the left sleeve and the
contrast of light and shade admirable.
still-life on the table are well painted. But Rembrandt would hardly have
painted a face so smoothly or a still-life so meticulously. The treatment of the
hands leaves much to be desired. Little can be seen of the shapeless left hand
holding the hat but the foreshortening of the other is deplorable; in colour it
Page
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resembles a bunch of not too well scraped carrots and is quite without any
sense of reality. One feels that the painter, though able, was young and
inexperienced, which Rembrandt at this time was not.
In 1644 Samuel van Hoogstraten painted a portrait of himself seated at a
table; a remarkably accomplished work for a young man only seventeen years

PORTRAIT OF A YOUTH

Attributed to SAMLIEL
Oil on canvas, 45>" X 43
LENT BY LADY MONICA SALMOND
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vAN HOOCSTRATEN

(1627—1678)

old, even with Rembrandt as his master. This portrait, which belongs to the
Boymans Museum, Rotterdam, and which is well known from reproductions,
was to be seen in London earlier this year in an exhibition demonstrating
"Rembrandt's Influence in the 17th Century" at the Matthiesen Gallery. The
young man sits with his head slightly forward, reading; on the table there is
an unlit candle, a skull and an hourglass. It seems to illustrate a passage from
Ecclesiasticus.
A comparison between the self-portrait of S. van Hoogstraten and the
The treatment of the head and, more
Panshanger picture is interesting.
especially the hair, in both portraits is alike. The groups of books are similar.
Moreover, in the self-portrait van Hoogstraten has, though painting a half
the right hand
length, endeavoured to hide the hands as much as possible
is out of the picture and the left hand which rests on the edge of the table, half
hidden by the book, is one of the few weak points in the work and shows the
same inexperience noticed in the Panshanger picture. It is by no means
certain that van Hoogstraten painted the portrait now at Temple Newsam,
but of all Rembrandt's known pupils he is the most likely, and it is highly
probable that the master had a hand in it.
born at Dordrecht in 1627, the son of a
Samuel van Hoogstraten'as
His father,
painter from whom he received his earliest artistic instruction.
Dirk van Hoogstraten, died in 1640 and the boy's guardian arranged that he
should enter the studio of Rembrandt under whom he began to work in 1644,
when he was engaged in painting his vast and enigmatic picture, The Right
Watch, and at the height of his career. Hoogstraten had the highest regard
for his master and in his volume published in 1678, Indeyling tot de hooghe
between
makes some remarks on the relationships
schoole der Schilderkonst,
masters and pupils which clearly reflect on his youth. While under Rembrandt's tuition he is known to have produced two portraits of boys and the
portrait of a baby besides the work reproduced here. The years of his apprenticeship must have ended in about 1647 and in 1651 he left Amsterdam to go
to Vienna and work for the Emperor. He returned to Holland in 1654 and
in about 1662 he went to London where he stayed until the Great Fire. As
Rembrandt's influence on him waned he turned his attention to the production
of peep-show cabinets, like that in the National Gallery, perspective views and
to
trompe l'oeil still life paintings in the manner of E. Collier. After returning
Holland, where he founded a school of art, he died in 1678.
1

Burlington

with this article.

Magazine,

1950 p.327. I am indebted to Prof. Van Gelder for his invaluable

help

February, 1953, p.38.
3 The attribution to Maes was based on the painting of the carpet and still-life, but if by him
it would have to date from after 1650, which is unlikely. Dr. E. Plietzsch in Die Aunstchronik, 1953,
p.123, suggested the name of Barent Fabritius.
4 See W. R. Valentiner: "Rembrandt and S. Van Hoogstraten," Art in America, Vol. 18, p.123.
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